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A study of the effects of meson-exchange currents and isobar configurations inA(eW ,e8pW )B reactions is
presented. We use a distorted wave impulse approximation model where final-state interactions are treated
through a phenomenological optical potential. The model includes relativistic corrections in the kinematics and
in the electromagnetic one- and two-body currents. The full set of polarized response functions is analyzed, as
well as the transferred polarization asymmetry. Results are presented for proton knockout from closed-shell
nuclei for moderate to high momentum transfer.



























































For the past decades coincidence (e,e8p) reactions on
complex nuclei have provided precise information on bou
nucleon properties, which have made it possible to test c
fully the validity of present nuclear models@1–4#. Although
the analysis of these processes, making use of different
torted wave approaches and coupled-channel models,
been extremely useful, there are still uncertainties associ
to the various ingredients that enter in the description of
reaction mechanism: treatment of final-state interacti
~FSI!, nuclear correlations, off-shell effects, Coulomb dist
tion of the electrons, relativistic degrees of freedom, mes
exchange currents~MEC!, etc. All of these ingredients affec
the evaluation of the differential cross section and hence
to ambiguities in the extraction of the spectroscopic facto
The origin of this uncertainty is directly connected with t
complexity of the dynamics of the reaction and the differe
approaches to handle it, which produce different cross s
tions. It is clear that a reliable determination of spectrosco
factors requires an accurate description of the reac
mechanism. Important efforts in this direction have be
made in recent works@5–9#.
The measurement of the separate nuclear response
tions and asymmetries imposes additional restrictions o
the theory. The exclusive response functions, which incl
different components of the hadronic tensor taken along
longitudinal ~L! or transverse~T! directions with respect to
the momentum transferq, may present very different sens
tivities to the different aspects of the reaction. In this sens
is interesting to point out that MEC are shown to contribu
mainly to the transverse components@10–12#, while relativ-
istic degrees of freedom play a crucial role in the interfere
TL response@8,13#. Thus, a joint analysis of cross sectio
and response functions, comparing the experimental
with the theoretical predictions, can provide very releva
and complementary information on the reaction mechani
Separate response functions and theTL asymmetry have
been measured for16O(e,e8p) at moderate@14,15# and high
@16# q values. The asymmetryATL , obtained from the dif-
ference of cross sections measured at opposite azimu


























relevant because it does not depend on the spectroscopic
tors. For high missing momentump>300 MeV/c, ATL pre-
sents an oscillatory structure that has been shown to be
sistent with predictions of ‘‘dynamical’’ relativistic
calculations@13,17–19#.
The advent of longitudinally polarized beams@20# and
recoil polarization measurements@21,22# has importantly en-
larged the number of observables which can be access
with this type of experiment, a fact that is welcome to ch
lenge the theory strongly. In recent experiments carried ou
MIT-Bates and Jefferson Lab, the induced (P) and trans-
ferred (P8) polarization asymmetries were measured
complex nuclei12C @21# and 16O @22#, respectively. In both
cases (q,v)-constant kinematics has been selected w
q'760 MeV/c, v'290 MeV at MIT-Bates and q
'1000 MeV/c, v'450 MeV at TJlab. Since the transfe
momentum values are high enough, relativistic degrees
freedom should be incorporated in a consistent descriptio
these reactions. After the pioneering work in Refs.@23,24#, a
detailed study on the induced normal polarizationPn has
been presented in Refs.@25,26# within the framework of the
relativistic distorted wave impulse approximation~RDWIA!.
A comparison with nonrelativistic analyses was also d
cussed. The sensitivity of polarized observables to chan
coupling in final-state interactions was analyzed in Re
@3,27#, while in Ref. @17# the study was focused on the e
fects of spinor distortion over the transfer polarization ra
Px8/Pz8 . In Ref. @28# the whole 18 recoil nucleon polarize
responses were computed from intermediate to high mom
um transfer in the Dirac eikonal formalism. A compariso
between the predictions of the Glauber and eikonal mod
for Pn was presented in Ref.@29# with the aim of bridge the
gap between the low- and high-energy description of F
More recently a theoretical study of kinematical and dynam
cal relativistic effects over polarized response functions a
polarization asymmetries has been performed in R
@30,31# within the relativistic plane-wave impulse approx
mation~RPWIA!. A general analysis of all the polarized ob
servables within the RDWIA is at present in progress@32#.
Our main aim in this work is to explore in depth the ro
p ayed by the two-body currents in recoil nucleon polariz


















































TABATABAEI, AMARO, AND CABALLERO PHYSICAL REVIEW C 68, 034611 ~2003!have been done by the Pavia group@33,34# and the Gent
group @35,36#. The calculation of MEC in Refs.@33,34#
makes use of an effective one-body operator leading to
sults which, in the unpolarized case, differ significantly fro
those obtained with other approaches that describe prop
the two-body currents@37,38#. Recently the unpolarized
model of Ref.@34# has been improved in Ref.@39#, but dif-
ferences with other MEC calculations still persist@40#. In
Ref. @36# the induced and transferred polarization asymm
tries Pn and Pl8 and Pt8 were evaluated for different kine
matical situations. The model considered did not rely on a
empirical input with respect to the FSI, describing the bou
and scattering states as the solutions of the Schro¨dinger
equation with a mean field potential obtained from a Hartr
Fock calculation. MEC were included based on the form
ism developed in Ref.@37# which also differs from the MEC
analysis performed in Refs.@38,40#. In addition, in Ref.@36#
results for high momentum transfer~up to q51 GeV/c)
were evaluated including relativistic corrections into the o
body current operator obtained through the Fold
Wouthuysen method.
In this work we extend the DWIA1MEC model devel-
oped for unpolarized reactions in Refs.@38,40# in order to
describe the spin observables in (eW ,e8pW ) processes from
closed-shell nuclei. This model takes care of relativistic
grees of freedom by making use of semirelativistic~SR! op-
erators for the one-body~OB! current@13,41–43# as well as
for the two-body MEC@40,44–46#. The SR currents are ob
tained by a direct Pauli reduction of the corresponding re
tivistic operators by expanding only in missing momentu
over the nucleon mass while treating the transferred ene
and momentum exactly. Relativistic kinematics for t
ejected nucleon is assumed throughout this work. Finally
are incorporated through a phenomenological optical po
tial which, for high momentum transfer, is taken as t
Schrödinger-equivalent form of a S-V Dirac optical pote
tial. The goal of this work is to use the SR approach
evaluate the importance of MEC effects upon the spin
servables and their dependence on the FSI for intermedia
high momentum transfer. As a complete relativistic distor
wave analysis of MEC in (e,e8p) processes is still lacking—
the only study in this direction has been performed tak
into account only the contact current@47#—the use of the SR
model becomes, as a starting point, a convenient way
implementing relativistic effects in existing nonrelativist
descriptions of the reaction mechanism in order to expl
the high momentum region.
The paper is organized as follows: in Sec. II we outli
the DWIA formalism describing in detail the multipole ex
pansion done for the separate response functions. In Se
we present our results for the polarized response funct
and transferred polarization asymmetries for selected k
matics near the quasielastic peak. Finally our conclusions
drawn in Sec. IV.
II. DWIA MODEL OF „e¢ ,e8p¢ …
A. Cross section and response functions
The general formalism for coincidence electron scatter


























presented in detail in Refs.@4,23,24,48#. In this section we
simply provide the basic description of our DWIA mod
focusing on the development of the multipole expans
used to compute the response functions. For this end
follow closely the multipole formalism developed in Re
@49# for polarized nuclei.
We consider the process depicted in Fig. 1, in which
incident electron with four-momentumKe
m5(ee ,ke) and he-
licity h interacts with a nucleusA, scatters through an angl
ue to four-momentumK8e
m5(e8,ke8), and is detected in co
incidence with a nucleon with momentump8 and energyE8.
The four-momentum transferred to the nucleus isQm5Ke
m
2K8e
m5(v,q), verifying Q25v22q2,0. The polarization
of the final nucleon is measured along an arbitrary direct
defined by the unitary vectors. Assuming plane waves fo
the electrons and neglecting the nuclear recoil, the cross





where a separation has been made into terms involving
larized and unpolarized incident electrons. Using the gen
properties of the leptonic tensor it can be shown that b









sM is the Mott cross section, the factorK[mNp8/(2p\)
3,
FIG. 1. Kinematics for the (e,e8p) reaction. The (x,y,z) coor-
dinate system is referred to the scattering plane with thez axis lying
along the direction of the momentum transferq. The barycentric
system (l ,t,n) is referred to the reaction plane:l lies along the






























MESON EXCHANGE CURRENTS IN (e,e8p) RECOIL . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C 68, 034611 ~2003!with mN the nucleon mass, and theva coefficients are the
usual electron kinematical factors.1
The hadronic dynamics of the process is contained in
exclusive response functionsRK, which are given as
RL5W00, RT5Wxx1Wyy, ~4!
RTL5A2~W0x1Wx0!, RTT5Wyy2Wxx, ~5!
RT85 i ~Wxy2Wyx!, RTL85 iA2~W0y1Wy0!, ~6!





constructed from the matrix elements of the electromagn
nuclear current operatorĴm(q) between the ground state o
the target nucleusuA& ~assumed to have zero total angu
momentum! and the final hadronic statesup8s,B&. In what
follows we assume the residual nucleus to be left in a bo
state, hence its wave function can be written down in
form uB&5uJBMB& with JB as the total angular momentum
The stateup8s& represents the asymptotic distorted wa
function of the ejected nucleon polarized along an arbitras
direction, determined by the angles (us ,fs) referred to the




Dn1/2(1/2)~us ,fs,0! up8n&, ~8!
where up8n& is referred to the system with the quantizati
axis alongq and the arguments of the rotation matrices
the Euler angles that specify thes direction.
Isolating the explicit dependences on the azimuthal an
of the ejected nucleonf85f, the hadronic responses can
expressed in the form
RL5WL, ~9!
RT5WT, ~10!
RTL5cosf WTL1sinf W̃TL, ~11!
RTT5cos 2f WTT1sin 2f W̃TT, ~12!
RT85W̃T8, ~13!
1In this work we consider the kinematical factors similar to tho
expressions presented in Ref.@48#. Note that these factors diffe
from the ones of Ref.@24# in a global sign forvTL , vTL8 , andvTT ,







RTL85cosf W̃TL81sinf WTL8, ~14!
where the functionsWK andW̃K are totally specified by four
kinematical variables, for instance$E,v,q,u8%, and the po-
larization direction$us ,Df5f2fs%. The responses with
and without tilde refer to their dependence on the spin vec
s. As shown below,W̃K are purely spin vector, whileWK
present also a spin-scalar dependence, so only the latter
vive when the polarization of the ejected nucleon is not m
sured.
In the case of (eW ,e8NW ) processes, the hadronic respon
functions are usually given by referring the recoil nucle
polarization vectors to the barycentric system defined by th
axes~see Fig. 1!: l ~along thep8 direction!, n ~normal direc-
tion to the plane defined byq andp8, i.e., alongq3p8), and
t ~determined byn3 l).2 It can be shown~see Refs.@23,24#
for details! that a total of 18 response functions enter in t




Ksn , K5L,T,TL,TT,TL8, ~15!
W̃K5Wl
Ksl1Wt
Kst , K5TL,TT,T8,TL8, ~16!
where, as mentioned above, only theWunpol
K responses sur
vive within the unpolarized case. Moreover,Wunpol
TL8 ~referred
to as fifth response! enters only when the polarization of th
incident electron is measured.
Owing to the above decomposition, the response fu
tions ~9!–~14! can be expressed in the formRK5Runpol
K /2
1RK•s, and similarly the cross section~1!–~3! can be writ-












where the usual polarization asymmetries have been in
duced@3#:
P5S/~ 12 Sunpol! ~ induced polarization!, ~19!
P85D/~ 12 Sunpol! ~ transferred polarization!, ~20!
A5Dunpol /Sunpol ~electron analyzing power!. ~21!
2Note that this notation does not coincide with Refs.@30,31#






























TABATABAEI, AMARO, AND CABALLERO PHYSICAL REVIEW C 68, 034611 ~2003!B. Multipole analysis of response functions
In this section we present the multipole expansion of
response functions to be used in our DWIA model. The fi
expressions, where the sums over third components of a
lar momenta have been performed analytically, are con
nient in the present work since the computational time can
considerably reduced, especially the calculation concern
the MEC. Note that the number of multipoles needed to
convergence increases withq,v, and up to;36 multipoles
are needed forq51 GeV/c. The expansion is performe
following the formalism developed in Ref.@49# for exclusive
reactions from polarized nuclei. A basic difference betwe
the present work and that of Ref.@49# lies on the sums per
formed over the third components which are different wh
initial- and/or final-state polarizations are considered. H
we simply present the final expressions, referring to Ref.@49#
for details on the expansion method and to the Appendix
an outline on the procedure used to perform the sum o
third components in the present case.
In order to compute the hadronic tensor in our DW
model we first perform a multipole expansion of the ejec
nucleon wave function in partial waves. The final hadro
states may then be written as
up8n,B&5 (
lM jmpJf M f
i lYlM* ~ p̂8!^
1
2 n lM u jmp&
3^ jmpJBMBuJfM f&u~ l j !JB ,JfM f&, ~22!
where the partial waves (l j ) are coupled to the angular mo
mentumJB of the residual nucleus to give a total angu
momentumJf in the final statesu f &5u( l j )JB ,JfM f&.
The electromagnetic charge and transverse current op
tors are expanded as sums involving Coulomb~C!, electric












where, as usual, we assume the transfer momentumq along
the z direction andĴm are the spherical components of th
current operator Ĵ. We use the bracket symbol@J#
5A2J11 for angular momenta. Inserting Eqs.~8! and~22!–
~24! into the hadronic tensor~7!, the following expansion for


























for K5TL,TT,T8,TL8, with the coefficientaK521 for
TL,TT and aK51 for T8,TL8, and PJ
M(cosus) the Leg-
endre functions.
The five response functionsWunpol
K are the only ones tha
survive when summing over final spins6s, in which case
the 1/2 factor cancels and the unpolarized cross sectio
recovered. The spin dependence is determined from the
reduced response functionsW1M
K (M50,1) andW̃11K intro-
duced above. Explicit expressions for these reduced
sponses can be written in terms of the reduced matrix
ments of the current multipole operators
Cs5^~ l j !JB ,JiM̂ Ji0&, ~27!
Es5^~ l j !JB ,JiT̂J
eli0&, ~28!
Ms5^~ l j !JB ,Ji i T̂J
magi0&, ~29!
where we have defined a multiple indexs5( l , j ,J) corre-
sponding to the quantum numbers of the final states. N
that the initial stateuA&5u0& has total angular momentum
equal to zero, soJf5J. The response functions involve qua
dratic products of these multipole matrix elements which c
be decomposed into their real (Rs8s








































1 i I s8s
TT2 . ~36!
Expressions for the unpolarized response functionsWunpol
K in
terms of Eqs.~30!–~36! are given in Ref.@41#, while the
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3S J8 J L0 1 21D ~jJ82 l 8,J2 l1 Rs8sTL12jJ82 l 8,J2 l2 Rs8sTL2!,
~45!








and the angular dependence of the above responses is d
mined by the functionshJJ8LM
M (u8) andh̃JJ8LM
M (u8), defined
















Finally, the coefficientsFs8s are derived in the Appendix
and are given by Eq.~A19! selectingJ51. Although the
above expressions correspond formally to those denote
WJM
K(2) and W̃JM
K(2) in Ref. @49# for polarized nuclei andJ
51, it is important to point out that the coefficientsFs8s
contain the whole information on the polarization distrib
tion of the particles. Hence the significance ofFs8s is
clearly different when polarization degrees of freedom
considered for the ejected nucleon~present work! or the tar-
get nucleus@49#.
The nuclear structure information in Eqs.~37!–~45! is
contained in the quadratic forms~30!–~36! of the C, E, and
M multipoles.3 Thus the present expansion can be applied
any nuclear model of the reaction as far as it provides m
tipole matrix elements~27!–~29! for high enough angular
momentas5( l , j ,J). Note that only the responses involvin
the real partsRs8s
K survive when FSI are neglected since
this case all theC, E, and M multipoles are strictly real
functions. Therefore those responses which depend on
imaginary parts are expected to be particularly sensitive
the description of FSI.
Writing down explicitly the Legendre polynomials in
volved in the multipole expansion~25! and ~26!, and com-
3Note that there is a typo in Eqs.~40!–~51! of Ref. @49#: the order
of J and J8 in the 3-j should be reversed. This error has be







































TABATABAEI, AMARO, AND CABALLERO PHYSICAL REVIEW C 68, 034611 ~2003!paring with the general expression~15! and~16!, we get the
following relation between both sets of response function
Wn
K522pW̃11











with aK as introduced in Eq.~26!.
C. Electromagnetic operators and PWIA
In this work we evaluate the exclusive polarized r
sponses using a SR model for describing the electromagn
OB and two-body MEC current operators. The OB curre
has been obtained by a direct Pauli reduction of the fu
relativistic operator in powers only of the initial nucleon m
mentum over the nucleon massp/mN . The dependence o
the transfer and final momenta, which can be large@42–45#,
is treated exactly. The SR-OB current in momentum sp
can be written as
J0~p8,p!5rc1 irso~cosf sx2sinfsy!x, ~51!
Jx~p8,p!5 iJmsy1Jcx cosf, ~52!
Jy~p8,p!52 iJmsx1Jcxsinf, ~53!
wherex5(p/mN)sinu and (u,f) are the angles determinin
the direction of the initial momentump in the (x,y,z) coor-
dinate system. The charge (rc), spin-orbit (rso), magnetiza-
tion (Jm), and convection (Jc) terms shown above includ














2 , and GE and GM are the
electric and magnetic nucleon form factors for which we ta
the Galster parametrization@50#.
The two-body MEC operators of pionic~P!, seagull or
contact~S!, and D-isobar kinds, displayed in the Feynma
diagrams of Fig. 2, have been also obtained by making us
a SR approach leading to simple prescriptions that incl
relativistic corrections through a multiplicative factor~see
















MEC is the traditional nonrelativistic MEC operator
The expressions for the reduced matrix elements of
OB and MEC multipole operators~27!–~29! in the shell
model are given in Refs.@10,11,43# except for the relativistic
correction factors appearing within the SR operators. B
cause of the somewhat complex structure displayed by th
multipoles it is not possible to predict the relative importan
of each contribution separately without explicit numeric
evaluation, even in the case of the OB current.
Although in this work we perform a DWIA analysis of th
response functions, we may take advantage of the signifi
simplifications introduced within the PWIA, where analytic
expressions for the response functions can be obta
@30,31#. First, for intermediate to high values ofq, the PWIA
approach is expected to provide reasonable results, thus
analytical PWIA expressions allow us to estimate the con
butions of the different pieces of the currents to the polariz
response functions. Second, since the PWIA results sh
be recovered using the present multipole expansion in
limit of no FSI, the comparison between our calculation a
the analytical PWIA responses makes it possible to fix
number of multipoles needed to get convergence.
Hence, within PWIA, the matrix element of the OB cu






where ap,b is the annihilation operator corresponding to
particle with momentump and spin projectionb referred to
the quantization axis. Inserting this expression into the h
ronic tensor~7!, and following the procedure described
Ref. @43# we obtain
Wmn5 12 mNp8w
mn~p8,p,s!MS~p!, ~58!









FIG. 2. MEC diagrams contributing to the two-body current
this work: seagull~a!, pion-in-flight ~b!, and D ~c,d! currents are
































MESON EXCHANGE CURRENTS IN (e,e8p) RECOIL . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C 68, 034611 ~2003!In the case of interest here, a closed-shell nucleus, the s
momentum distributionMS(p) for nucleon knockout from a





with R̃(p) the radial wave function of the hole in momentu
space.
Using the current matrix elements~51!–~53! one can
compute in the factorized approximation~58! the response
functions~4!–~6!. From these results the PWIA expressio
for the reduced response functions can be identified. Exp
sions for the unpolarized responses in PWIA were given
Refs.@43,49#. In the case of the polarized responses, from




























where we have used the factors introduced in Eqs.~54! and
~55!. Note that all theL-, T-, TL-, and TT-type polarized
responses are zero in this approximation.
III. RESULTS
In this section we present results for selected rec
nucleon polarization observables corresponding to pro
knockout from thep1/2 and p3/2 shells in
16O. In particular,
we restrict ourselves to the analysis of all the polarized
sponse functions, including the fifth responseW0
TL8
5Wunpol
TL8 /2 that does not depend on the nucleon polarizat
and only enters when the initial electron beam is polariz
and the transferred polarization asymmetriesPl ,t,n8 . The
study of cross sections and induced polarizations will be p
sented in a forthcoming publication@51#. Two different kine-
matical situations corresponding to (q,v)-constant kinemat-
ics ~also referred to as quasiperpendicular kinematics! have
been selected:~i! q5460 MeV/c,v5100 MeV and~ii ! q
51 GeV/c,v5450 MeV. In both cases the value of th
transfer energyv corresponds almost to the quasielas
peak.
In this work our main interest is focused on the role of t











tion observables, trying to identify kinematical conditions f
which these effects can be important; however, a brief exc
sion on the FSI effects is also presented. All the calculati
have been done within the formalism described in the p
ceding section, i.e., semirelativistic expressions for the o
and two-body current operators and a multipole expans
method have been used. The number of multipoles nee
has been fixed by comparing the DWIA results, in the p
ticular case of no FSI, with the exact factorized PWIA r
sponses~61!–~65!. Convergence in the multipole analysis
obtained withJmax530 for q5460 MeV/c andJmax535 for
q51000 MeV/c. Finally, in all the results which follow, the
kinematics of the ejected nucleon is treated exactly.
A. Polarized response functions
Here we analyze the 13 responses defined in Eqs.~48!–
~50! which arise from the ejected nucleon polarization, p
the ‘‘fifth’’ response functionW0
TL8 . Results are displayed in
Figs. 3–12. A similar analysis for the unpolarized respon
L, T, TL, andTT has been performed recently in Ref.@40#.
FIG. 3. Induced polarized response functions (L-, T-, TL-, and
TT-type responses! for proton knockout from the 1p1/2 shell in
16O,
with momentum transferq5460 MeV/c and energy transferv
5100 MeV. Solid lines are the DWIA results using the optic
potential of Comfort and Karp; dashed lines have been compu

































TABATABAEI, AMARO, AND CABALLERO PHYSICAL REVIEW C 68, 034611 ~2003!1. Effects of FSI
We start our discussion with the effects of FSI on t
polarized responses. A study of the dependence of the u
larized responses on the particular FSI model was alre
presented in Ref.@38#. In Fig. 3 we show the eight induce
polarized responses for proton knockout from the 1p1/2 shell
in 16O as a function of the missing momentump. Kinematics
corresponds toq5460 MeV/c and v5100 MeV. The five
transferred polarized responses plus the fifth one (T8 and
TL8 types! are displayed in Fig. 4. Similar results are o
tained for the 1p3/2 shell and thus they are not shown here.
all of these results we use bound wave functions obtaine
solutions of the Schro¨dinger equation with a Woods-Saxo
potential, with parameters taken from Ref.@42#. For the final
states we use solutions for two different optical potentia
Solid lines correspond to calculations performed with
Comfort and Karp potential@52#, which was originally fitted
to elastic proton scattering from12C for energies below 183
MeV. We have extended it to16O by introducing a depen
denceA1/3 in the radius parameters. The results shown w
dashed lines have been computed with the Schwandt po
tial @53#, which also has been extrapolated here for16O since
it was originally fitted to higher mass nuclei.
The induced polarizedL,T,TL,TT and the fifth response
functions, which are zero in the absence of FSI, are expe
to be highly sensitive to the details of the particular opti
potential considered and, in particular, to the spin-orbit te
in the potential. In this sense note the significant differen
introduced by both potentials in the case of the polarizedTL
FIG. 4. The same as Fig. 3 for the fifth and transferred polari
response functions (T8- andTL8-type responses!. With dotted lines










and TT responses~Fig. 3!, while the FSI discrepancy get




The five transferred polarized responses which survive
PWIA ~61!–~65! depend less on the details of the potenti
being mostly affected by the central imaginary part of it. A
known, these responses enter in the case in which also
initial electron is polarized, and they contribute to the tran
ferred nucleon polarization asymmetry. We observe~Fig. 4!
that both potentials lead to close results, differing by le




TL8 , while the largest differences are shown forWt
T8 ,
which is however very small. Similar results are found f
the p3/2 shell. The sensitivity shown by some polarized r
sponses to the details of the potential makes these obs
ables of special interest to disentangle between the diffe
models of FSI that can fit reasonably well the unpolariz
cross sections.
d
FIG. 5. Induced polarized response functions for proton kno
out from the 1p1/2 shell in
16O, with momentum transferq
5460 MeV/c and energy transferv5100 MeV. Dotted lines are
the DWIA results using only the OB current operator; dashed li
include in addition the seagull current~OB1S!; dot-dashed lines
include the seagull plus pionic currents~OB1S1P!; and finally


































MESON EXCHANGE CURRENTS IN (e,e8p) RECOIL . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C 68, 034611 ~2003!2. Effects of MEC
The impact of MEC on the recoil nucleon polarized r
sponses is shown in Figs. 5–12. In each panel we com
the distorted wave responses evaluated by using the OB
rent only~dotted line! with the results obtained when includ
ing also the two-body MEC operators considered in Fig.
namely, the seagull or contact (OB1S) current ~dashed
lines!, the contact, and pion-in-flight (OB1S1P) currents
~dot-dashed lines! and, finally, including also theD current
~solid lines!, denoted as~OB1MEC!. Results in Figs. 5–8
correspond to kinematicsq5460 MeV/c,v5100 MeV ~ki-
nematics I!, whereas in Figs. 9–12 we present the respon
evaluated atq51 GeV/c, v5450 MeV ~kinematics II!. For
both kinematics proton knockout from thep1/2 ~Figs. 5, 6 and
9, 10! andp3/2 ~Figs. 7, 8 and 11, 12! have been considered
Let us discuss first the results for kinematics I~Figs. 5–8!.
Here we observe that the global sign of the polarizedT, TL,
andTT responses changes when comparing thep1/2 ~Fig. 5!
and p3/2 ~Fig. 7! shells. The same occurs for kinematics
Concerning MEC effects, the various polarized respon
display different sensitivities to the two-body component
the nuclear current. Apart from the pure longitudinal r
sponseWn
L , which shows no dependence on MEC beca
the ‘‘semirelativistic’’ MEC expressions only include th
leading transverse components, the role of MEC onWn
T is
shown to be similar to the one found for the unpolarizedT
response in Ref.@40#: the enhancement~in absolute value!
produced by the S current is partially canceled by the red
tion introduced by the P current; theD current gives rise to
FIG. 6. Fifth and transferred polarized response functions
16O. Kinematics corresponds to momentum transferq
5460 MeV/c and energy transferv5100 MeV. The meaning of









an additional reduction, leading to a global decrease of
Wn
T response;10% at the maximum; this effect being sim
lar for both shells~Figs. 5 and 7!.
Larger MEC effects are found for some of the induc
polarizedTL responses, particularly forWt
TL where theD
current produces a very significant modification of the
sponse, changing even its shape in the region close tp
;100 MeV/c. Note that, although the global effect intro
duced by theD current in this response is similar for bot
shells, in the case ofp1/2 there is a large increase, where
for p3/2 the response is significantly reduced in absol
value. It is interesting to point out that theD current also
plays the most important role for theWn
TL response, this be
ing clearly shown in the case of thep3/2 shell.
The role of MEC on the three polarizedTT responses
hows a very different behavior for the two shells cons
ered. In the case ofp1/2 ~Fig. 5!, the global effect of MEC is
a very significant reduction of the responses, particularly
Wt
TT (;20%) andWn
TT (;30%), being the separate contr
butions of the S, P, andD currents of rather similar impor
tance. Note that the contributions introduced by the S an
currents have opposite signs for thep1/2 andp3/2 shells. As a
consequence, for thep3/2 shell ~Fig. 7! the large enhance
ment~in absolute value! produced by the S current is almo
canceled exactly by the contributions of the P andD cur-
r



































TABATABAEI, AMARO, AND CABALLERO PHYSICAL REVIEW C 68, 034611 ~2003!rents, so the net MEC effect is almost negligible for the th
TT responses.
The transferred polarized responses (T8- and TL8-type
responses! are shown in Figs. 6 and 8. From these results
find in general a small effect of MEC, less than;5%. An
exception isWt
T8 where the role ofD gives rise to an impor-




TL8 , and hence dif-
ficult to measure. The anomalous smallness of the resp
Wt
T8 was already discussed in detail in Ref.@31# within the
context of the PWIA and different nonrelativistic reductio
schemes. This result can be also understood within the m
tipole analysis performed in this work by taking into accou
the general relations given in Eqs.~49! and ~50! and the
explicit expressions obtained for the multipole functions
PWIA ~61! and ~62!. Since we are close to the quasielas
peak, the angleu8 is close to zero for moderate missin
momentum, so the largest contribution comes from the fa
multiplied by cosu8 in Eqs. ~49! and ~50!. This factor is
W10
K 5O(1) in the case of thel responses, andW11
K 5O(x)
for the t responses. Precise values of the nucleon form
tors and kinematical variables can be introduced in th
equations to verify the exact relation between thel and t
components in PWIA, which is not very different from th
distorted wave results of Figs. 6 and 8.
Results for higher momentum and energy transferq
51000 MeV/c andv5450 MeV ~kinematics II!, are shown
in Figs. 9–12 for the twop shells in 16O. This kinematics
corresponds to the experimental setting of Refs.@16,22#
whereQ2520.8 (GeV/c)2. Obviously in this case relativ









ity is expected to play a more important role and in fa
studies within the RDWIA@13# have proved the importanc
of these effects. The present SR model, although lack
ome of the relativistic ingredients inherent in the RDWI
incorporates exact relativistic kinematics for the ejec
nucleon, a SR expansion of the current which can be used
high q values and, finally, the use of the Schro¨dinger-
equivalent form of the S-V Dirac global optical potential
Ref. @54#, including the Darwin term in the wave function
The validity of the expansion procedure used in the
model was tested in Ref.@13# where unpolarized observable
evaluated within the SR approach were compared with a R
WIA calculation for this kinematics.
The discussion of the results presented in Figs. 9–12
lows similar trends to the ones already presented for ki
matics I, so here we simply summarize those aspects w
can be of more relevance. As shown in Figs. 9–12, the g
eral effect introduced by MEC is a global reduction of t
responses~in absolute value! whose magnitude depends o
the specific response, being of the order of a few percent
Wl ,t,n
TL and W0,l ,t,n
TL8 , larger for Wn
T , Wt,n
TT, and Wl ,t
T8 ~particu-
larly because of theD contribution!, and the largest forWl
TT ,
where the reduction~basically due to D) is about
;20–25 %. Note however that the responseWl
TT is the
smallest one and so hardly measurable.




































MESON EXCHANGE CURRENTS IN (e,e8p) RECOIL . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C 68, 034611 ~2003!The dependence of MEC effects on the momentum tra
fer shown in the results of Figs. 5–12 is consistent with
findings of Ref.@40# for the unpolarized responses. In ge
eral the importance of MEC decreases withq. This is in
accord with the results for theT response in the 1p21h
channel in the case of quasielastic inclusive (e,e8) reactions
@45,46#. This behavior can be roughly understood from t
relativistic expressions for the particle-hole transverse c
rent matrix elementsJT(p8,p) in Fermi gas@45,46# and also
from the traditional nonrelativistic expressions. At the no
relativistic level, the OB current is dominated by the magn
tization contribution which goes as;q. On the contrary,
MEC present a much more complex dependence onq a d on
the momenta of the two holes involved: the missing mom
tum p and an intermediate momentumk which should be
integrated. Moreover, MEC also contain pion propagat
involving inverse squared pion momenta. For highq, a crude
estimation of the~transverse! seagull and pion-in-flight cur-
rents is shown to behave as;q/(q21mp
2 ), while theD cur-
rent goes as;q3/(q21mp
2 ); hence the latter clearly domi
nates, which is in accord with the results shown here. O
the pN form factor, which becomes smaller when high m
menta are probed, is added to the two-body currents, we
the OB contribution to dominate over the MEC. At the re
tivistic level the above dependences onq change. In Ref.
@44# it was demonstrated that if the form factors are n
glected, then the OB, seagull, and pionic currents grow
ymptotically asAq. Thus the inclusion ofpN form factors is
essential for the dominance of the OB current This conc
sion however applies to the response functions only for
missing momentum, since for other observables such as
ATL asymmetry@40# and the polarization asymmetries~ ee
















below! larger effects are found for high values ofq and miss-
ing momentum.
B. Transferred polarization asymmetries
Apart from the response functions, other observables
special interest are the nucleon polarization asymmetries
troduced in Eqs.~18!–~21!. These observables are given
ratios between polarized and unpolarized responses, w
one hopes to gain different insight into the underlying ph
ics from what is revealed through the responses themse
As already mentioned in the Introduction and in order
clarify the discussion, here we restrict ourselves to the an
sis of the transferred polarization asymmetriesPl ,t,n8 , which
only enter with polarized incident electrons and persist
PWIA. Induced polarization ratiosPl ,t,n—which do not de-
pend on the polarization of the incident electron and are z
within the plane-wave approach—and total cross secti
will be analyzed in a forthcoming publication@51#.
Following the discussion presented for the responses,
we first study the effects introduced by FSI and later on
focus on the role of MEC.
1. Effects of FSI
In Figs. 13 and 14 we present the results obtained for
transferred polarization asymmetries corresponding to pro



















































TABATABAEI, AMARO, AND CABALLERO PHYSICAL REVIEW C 68, 034611 ~2003!knockout from thep1/2 and p3/2 shells in
16O. Kinematics
has been selected as I, i.e.,q5460 MeV/c and v
5100 MeV. Results for kinematics II follow the same ge
eral trends although FSI effects are in general less impor
because of the higher momentum transfer involved. The
gitudinal Pl8 and transverse~sideways! Pt8 components are
shown in Fig. 13 for electron scattering angle fixed atue
530° ~forward scattering! and three values of the proto
azimuthal anglef50, 90°, and 180°, while the normal po
larizationPn8 is displayed in Fig. 14 forf590° ~note thatPn8
is zero for coplanar kinematics!. Although not shown here
for brevity, we have also explored the behavior of the tra
ferred polarization ratios at backward scattering angleue
5150°). As is known, the purely transverse responses do
nate at backward angles, whereas all of the kinematical
tors that enter in the description of (eW ,e8pW ) reactions are of
similar order at forward angles. In Ref.@30# forward scatter-
ing angles were proved to enhance significantly the sens
ity to dynamical relativistic effects. Concerning FSI an
MEC, the discussion of the results forue5150° follows
similar trends to the ones presented here forue530°.
The PWIA calculation~dotted line! is compared with
DWIA results using the two optical potentials already p
sented in the preceding section, i.e., Comfort and Karp~solid
lines! and Schwandt~dashed lines!. First, note the difference
between PWIA and DWIA results. Within the plane-wa
approach, the responses factorize and hence the polariz
ratios depend only on the single-nucleon responses.
means that PWIA results are identical for the twop shells
considered. Moreover, polarization ratios in PWIA may
written in the general form















for i 5 l ,t,n, ~66!
where x5(p/mN)sinu, already introduced in Eqs.~51!–
~53!, is the parameter in the SR expansion of the nucl
current. For low missing momentum, the above fraction h
a linear dependence onx plus a small correction of orderx2
which breaks linearity for higherp.
For low missing momentum valuesp<200 MeV/c, the
effects introduced by FSI are small, being almost negligi
at the maximum of the momentum distribution (p
'100 MeV/c). This result is expected because of the glob
reduction of the polarized response functions produced
FSI: ;30% ~Fig. 4!. This is somewhat similar to the behav
ior shown by the unpolarized responses@38#. Hence, al-
though not exact because of the slightly different sensitivit
to FSI shown by the various responses, a kind of cancella
of FSI between the numerator and denominator in the po
ization ratios occurs for lowp. From results in Fig. 13, one
also observes that FSI effects are slightly larger in the cas
the p3/2 shell, particularly forPl8 andf5180°. The reason
for this is connected to the much less reduction that F
cause upon the unpolarizedTL response forp3/2 ~see Ref.
@38# for details!.
For high missing momentum the DWIA polarizations d
viate significantly from the PWIA results, showing a ve
pronounced oscillatory behavior which may even give rise
a change of sign in the polarizations. This is a clear indi
tion that for high momentum the effects of FSI are not si
ply a global reduction of the responses due to the imagin
part of the potential, but on the contrary each response tu
out to present a peculiar sensitivity to the interaction.
shown in Figs. 3 and 4, this is hardly visible in the separ
response functions because of the smallness of the mom
tum distribution for highp. It is important to point out that
the oscillatory behavior presented by the polarization ra
is a direct consequence of the breaking of factorization pr
erty. This issue was already studied at the level of the pla
wave approach taking care of the dynamical relativistic
fects introduced by the lower components of the bound Di
spinors@30#. A general analysis of factorization within th
context of the RDWIA and different nonrelativistic approx
mations is presently in progress@32#.
Focusing on the results presented in Fig. 13, we obse
that the shape and magnitude of both polarization asym
tries Pl8 and Pt8 are similar for the twop shells. In the par-
ticular case of 590° ~out-of-plane kinematics! the ratioPt8
is very small, almost negligible for low missing momentum
This is expected since only the responseWt
T8 , which is very
small, contributes toPt8 in that situation. For coplanar kine
matics a large discrepancy between the results obtaine
f50° andf5180° exists. As shown by Eqs.~13!–~16!, the
numerator in the ratiosPi8 , i 5 l ,t, is given through the linear
combinationvT8Wi
T81vTL8Wi
TL8cosf, with the kinematical





MESON EXCHANGE CURRENTS IN (e,e8p) RECOIL . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C 68, 034611 ~2003!FIG. 13. Transferred polariza
tion ratios Pl8 and Pt8 for proton
knockout from the p shells in
16O, andq5460 MeV/c,v5100
MeV. The electron scattering
angle isue530°, and results are
shown for three values of the pro
ton azimuthal anglef50, 90°,
180°. Solid lines have been com
puted in DWIA with the Comfort
and Karp potential, dashed line
with the Schwandt potential, and






















theconsidered here I. Hence, from the transferred polariza
asymmetries measured atf50° andf5180°, the separate
responsesWi
T8 andWi
TL8 could be extracted.
Comparing the solid and dashed lines in Fig. 13 we c
clude that the uncertainties introduced by the optical pot
tials selected are rather small. For low momentum tran
these differences are negligible in contrast to Fig. 4 wh
some responses are shown to be affected appreciably b
optical potential. This again is an outcome of the fact that
differences between the responses computed with these
tentials are of the same size in numerator and denomin
and they tend to cancel when taking the quotient to comp
the polarizations. Both sets of results start to differ forp
>300 MeV/c. Note however that for highp values other
relativistic effects coming from the dynamical enhancem
of the lower components in the wave functions, not includ
in the present model, may also contribute significantly to













The case of the normal polarization transferPn8 ~Fig. 14!
presents some peculiarities not observed forPl ,t8 . First, the
difference between PWIA and DWIA results is rather co
stant for the two shells in the whole range of missing m
mentum. In particular, the distorted wave approach lead
esults which are very similar to the ones obtained with
PWIA in the case ofp3/2. In addition, the strong oscillatory
b havior due to FSI and shown forPl ,t8 ~Fig. 13! does not
appear here, the differences introduced by both optical
tentials being small. These results could promote this obs
ablePn8 , which can be obtained in out-of-plane experimen
as a good candidate in order to study properties of the re
tion without being much affected by FSI.
2. Effects of MEC
In Figs. 15–17 we present the effects introduced by M


























































TABATABAEI, AMARO, AND CABALLERO PHYSICAL REVIEW C 68, 034611 ~2003!two p shells in 16O, and for the two kinematics considere
above. In the case of kinematics I, i.e.,q5460 MeV/c ~Fig.
15!, where we use the optical potential parametrized
Comfort and Karp, MEC effects are shown to be small in
whole missing momentum range and similar for both she
Note also that the role played by MEC is of the same or
of magnitude or even smaller than the uncertainty introdu
by the use of the two optical potentials~Fig. 13!. The small-
ness of MEC effects on the polarization asymmetries com
from their effective cancellation when taking ratios of r
sponse functions.
Results for higher momentum transferq51000 MeV/c
~kinematics II! are shown in Fig. 16 for the Schro¨dinger-
equivalent form of the S-V Dirac global optical potential
Ref. @54#. As in the previous case, MEC effects are small
low missing momentum; however they tend to increase
nificantly for higherp values due to theD exchange current
inducing a softening of the transferred polarization asymm
try, which makes its oscillatory behavior to appear at sligh
lower momenta~see, for instance, the important MEC effec
observed forPl8 at f50, particularly in the region close to
the minimump;300 MeV/c). The present results indicat
that the response functions entering into the polarization
tios are importantly affected by MEC, mainly due to theD
current, for high momentum transfer. Large effects of t
kind have also been found recently for theATL asymmetry
obtained from the analysis of unpolarized (e,e8p) reactions
corresponding to the same kinematics II@40#.
The normal polarizationPn8 is shown in Fig. 17 for the
two kinematics and both shells. MEC effects follow the sa
trends as those observed forPl8 and Pt8 : they increase sig-
nificantly for high momentum transfer (q51000 MeV/c)
and high missing momentum. In contrast with thePl8 andPt8
cases, here the relative contributions of the separate M
currents depend on the specific kinematics and thep shell















selected, the seagull and pion-in-flight currents playing
important role.
To finish we present in Fig. 18 the asymmetriesPl8 and
Pt8 evaluated forq51000 MeV/c, v5450 MeV, and elec-
tron incident energyee52450 MeV. This kinematics corre
sponds to a recent experiment performed at TJlab. We c
pare our calculations with the experimental data presente
Ref. @22#. The azimuthal angle in this experiment wasf
5180°. Note the change of sign ofPt8 with respect to the
results of Fig. 16, due to the opposite definitions of the n
mal plane~and hence of thet component! for f5180° ~in
our case the normal plane forf5180° would point down in
Fig. 1, while in Ref.@22# it was chosen along the up direc
tion!. Results for thep and s shells in 16O are shown from
left to right. Although being aware of the possible modific
tions that the dynamical relativistic ingredients@13,27,22#
may introduce in the present calculations, we are rather c
fident that the results in Fig. 18 give us a clear indication
how much the DWIA calculation is expected to be modifi
after including the two-body~MEC! contributions~compare
dotted with solid lines!. As noted, though the contribution o
MEC over Pt8 is negligible, they give rise to a slight reduc
tion of Pl8 , which is well inside the experimental error ex
cept for thes1/2 shell. Comparing the results for the twop
shells we observe that our model describes better the ca
p3/2. This is in agreement with the findings in Refs.@13,40#
concerning theATL asymmetry. The particular case ofs1/2
shows that the experimental data forPt8 are well reproduced
by the calculations, which however underestimate very s
nificantly the data forPl8 .
In order to clarify the importance of FSI, in Fig. 18 w
also show with dot-dashed lines the results correspondin
the global OB1MEC calculation but without including the
spin-orbit term of the optical potential, i.e., using a pheno
enological optical potential consisting only of a central pa
As shown, the corresponding polarizations present so
kind of ‘‘linearity,’’ being similar to the PWIA results. This is
expected since, apart from the dynamical relativistic effe
the spin-orbit interaction is the main responsible of the
cillatory behavior of the polarization ratios.
The ratioPt8/Pl8 , shown in the bottom panels of Fig. 18
has been proposed as a suitable observable for getting in
mation on nucleon properties inside the nuclear medi
@55#. From inspection of Fig. 18 we find that MEC produce
small reduction of this observable, particularly for low mis
ing momentum, being larger asp goes up.
All of the above results have been computed using
Galster parametrization for the nucleon form factor. It is
interest to know the dependence of our results on the nuc
structure, hence we have also calculated the OB1MEC po-
larization asymmetries assuming the Gari-Krumplema
~GK! form factor parametrization@56#. The results are shown
with dashed lines. The GK parametrization was used
Udiaset al. @57# within the context of the relativistic calcu
lations presented in Ref.@22#. Pl8 computed with GK form
factors is increased with respect to the solid lines, bein
little bit closer to the experimental data. Let us recall that






MESON EXCHANGE CURRENTS IN (e,e8p) RECOIL . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C 68, 034611 ~2003!FIG. 15. MEC effects over the
transferred polarization asymme
tries Pl8 andPt8 for proton knock-
out from the p shells in 16O,
and q5460 MeV/c,v5100
MeV. The electron scattering
angle isue530°, and results are
shown for three values of the pro
ton azimuthal anglef50,90°,
180°. The meaning of the lines i




















these polarization observables, hence the OB calculation
ing the GK form factors would be clearly located above t
corresponding results including MEC~dashed lines!. This
makes our present results to come closer to the relativ
ones of Ref.@22#. Note also that the uncertainty introduce
by the nucleon form factor parametrization shows up inPl8 ,
being negligible forPt8 .
To finish the discussion, it is also interesting to point o
that the behavior shown by thePt8 data, growing withp for
p1/2 and the reverse forp3/2, does not agree with the theo
retical results which increase withp for both shells. This is in
accordance with other relativistic calculations@22#. For p
5140 MeV/c our predictions forPt8 in the case of thep1/2
shell clearly underestimate the data; as already mentio
other relativistic effects coming from the lower compone
of the Dirac wave functions, not considered here, may a






C. Comparison with previous works
Concerning previous calculations of MEC in (e,e8p) re-
actions, in Refs.@38,40# comparisons for unpolarized obser
ables obtained with the present model with those of Re
@34,35,37,39# were presented. Next we summarize the diff
ences of MEC effects on recoil polarization observables
tween the present work and Refs.@33,36#, given as follows.
~1! Boffi and collaborators@33# find for intermediateq
values large MEC effects on the separate polarized respo
~reduction of the order of 15–30 % or even larger!, the D
current being the main contribution. We get in gene
smaller and qualitatively different effects for this kinematic
the seagull and pion-in-flight currents being in our case
important as theD current. Concerning the transfer polariz
tion ratios, they findPl8 to be the most sensitive one, with
20% decrease due to theD current for low missing momen
tum p,200 MeV/c. In our calculation MEC effects are1-15
5
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ans-clearly less important for these missing momentum value
~2! Ryckebuschet al. @36# do not present the separa
l ,t,n response functions. In general they find small ME
effects, as we do, in the transferred polarizations for lowp
,300 MeV/c. These effects being larger asq and p in-
crease. Comparing specifically our results to theirs for ki
matics II, we observe that the OB results clearly differ due
the different treatment of FSI, while somewhat larger a
qualitatively different MEC effects are found in this work.
Be that as it may, since the different treatment of FSI a
of the current operators in Refs.@33,36# and in the presen
work produces discrepancies already at the impulse appr
mation, it is hard to draw general conclusions on MEC







sively large contributions compared with ours, while the
small size in Ref.@36# is in accord with our calculation.
IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have presented a distorted wave mode
(eW ,e8pW ) reactions which goes beyond the impulse appro
mation with the inclusion of two-body meson-exchange c
rents. Relativistic kinematics to relate the energy and m
mentum of the ejected proton is used, and the currents
derived through an expansion in powers of the missing m
mentum over the nucleon mass. Explicit expressions of
polarized response functions in a general multipole exp





















MESON EXCHANGE CURRENTS IN (e,e8p) RECOIL . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C 68, 034611 ~2003!ferred polarization asymmetries have been obtained for
ton knockout from the different shells in16O for
quasiperpendicular kinematics with the transfer momen
fixed toq5460 and 1000 MeV/c. FSI have been considere
FIG. 17. The same as Figs. 15 and 16 for the normal polar
tion transfer componentPn8 andf590°.03461o-
m
in each case by using different optical potentials.
One of our primary goals has been to estimate, within
present model, the validity of the impulse approximation
analyzing the effect of MEC on the different recoil nucleo
polarized observables. Thus we compare the standard DW
results, obtained using only the OB current, with the ‘‘ful
calculation which includes the MEC. We have also explor
the role played by the particular description of the FSI, hen
we compare the results obtained by using different opt
potentials which have been widely considered in the lite
ture: Schwandt@53# and Comfort and Karp@52# parametri-
zations. For higher energy we have used instead
Schrödinger-equivalent form of a Dirac optical potential.
From our present studies we may summarize and c
clude the following.
~1! The inducedT, TL, and TT polarized responses ar
particularly sensitive to the details of the optical potenti
allowing them, especially theTT ones, to constrain the the
oretical model for FSI. The transferred polarized respon
(T8 and TL8), which survive in PWIA, show a much les
sensitivity to the interaction.
~2! In general, MEC effects over the transferredT8 and
TL8 polarized responses forq5460 MeV/c and moderate
missing momentum (p,300 MeV/c) are rather small









FIG. 18. Transferred polariza
tion asymmetriesPl8 andPt8 , and
their quotient Pt8/Pl8 for proton
knockout from the three shells in
16O for q51000 MeV/c and v
5450 MeV. The incident electron
energy isee52450 MeV and the
proton azimuthal anglef5180°.
The meaning of the lines is the
following: dotted are the DWIA
calculation with OB current only;
solid are the total OB1MEC re-
sult; dot-dashed are also the O
1MEC result but without the
spin-orbit term of the optical po-
tential. These three curves hav
been obtained using the electro
magnetic nucleon form factors o
Galster. Finally, dashed lines ar
the total OB1MEC result using



























TABATABAEI, AMARO, AND CABALLERO PHYSICAL REVIEW C 68, 034611 ~2003!order of a;10% reduction~due mainly to theD current! in
the particular case ofWl
T8 and q51 GeV/c. The role of
MEC gets clearly more important for the inducedT, TL, and
TT polarized responses. Emphasis should be placed onWt
TT
andWn
TT which are reduced at the maximum by;20% and
;30%, respectively, forq5460 MeV/c and for the p1/2
shell; note however that these effects are negligible in
case ofp3/2. For q51 GeV/c the role of MEC diminishes.
~3! FSI give rise to an important deviation of the tran
ferred polarization asymmetriesPl8 and Pt8 with respect to
the PWIA results, showing a very pronounced oscillato
behavior that starts forp>200 MeV/c. This behavior does
not appear in the componentPn8 . The uncertainties intro-
duced by the optical potentials are rather small for the m
ing momentum region analyzed.
~4! MEC effects on Pt8 and Pl8 are negligible forq
5460 MeV/c and increase forq51 GeV/c, especially for
p.200 MeV/c. The role of MEC onPn8 is clearly more
important.
Finally we are confident that the significant sensitiv
shown by some polarized observables to MEC, particula
to theD current, will be maintained within the scheme of
fully relativistic calculation which takes care of relativist
ingredients, such as the dynamical enhancement of lo
components, not included in the present model. Work al
this line is in progress.
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APPENDIX: SUM OVER THIRD COMPONENTS AND
REDUCED RESPONSE FUNCTIONS
In this appendix we perform the sum over third comp
nents in the multipole expansion of response functions
give their explicit expressions in terms of the reduced ma
elements of the multipole operators.
First, we write the response functions~4!–~6! in terms of
the spherical components of the current matrix eleme
J61[^p8s,BuĴ61uA& using the hadronic tensor~7!
RL5
1
K ( r* r, ~A1!
RT5
1





Re( r* ~J112J21!, ~A3!
RTT5
1














Re( r* ~J111J21!, ~A5!
RT85
1
K ( ~ uJ11u
22uJ21u2!. ~A6!
Inserting the multipole expansion for the charge and curr
components as given in Eqs.~23! and~24! we find that each








8 andT̂Jm represent in general the Coulomb, ele
tric, or magnetic multipole operators. Introducing now t
multipole expansion~22! corresponding to the final state








l 8M8 j 8mp8
i l 8Yl 8M8
* ~ p̂8!
3^ 12 n8l 8M 8u j 8mp8&^ j 8mp8JBMBuJ8m8&
3^~ l 8 j 8!JB ,J8m8uTJ8m88 uA&* (lM jmp
i 2 lYlM ~ p̂8!
3^ 12 n lM u jmp&^ jmpJBMBuJm&^~ l j !JB ,JmuTJmuA&,
~A8!
where we have usedJf5J and M f5m, since the initial
nucleus has total angular momentum equal zero.
Using the Wigner-Eckart theorem for the matrix eleme
of tensor operators between states of definite angular
menta
^~ l j !JB ,JmuTJmu0&5
1
@J#
^~ l j !JB ,JiTJi0& ~A9!
and reducing the products of two rotation matrices and t




~ ŝ!D n1/2(1/2)~ ŝ!* 5A4p(JM ~21!
1/21n1Jf J
(1/2)
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* ~ p̂8!YlM ~ p̂8!5 (
J8M8
~21!M
@ l #@ l 8#@J8#
A4p
S l l 8 J8
2M M 8 M8D S l l 8 J80 0 0 DYJ8M8~ p̂8!, ~A11!
with f J






(JM (lM jmp (l 8M8 j 8mp8
(
J8M8
i l 82 l~21!(1/2)1n1Jf J
(1/2)S 12 12 J
2n n8 M
D YJM~s!~21!M@ l #@ l 8#@J8#
3S l l 8 J8
2M M 8 M8D S l l 8 J80 0 0 DYJ8M8~ p̂8!~21! l 82(1/2)2mp8@ j 8#S 12 l 8 j 8
n8 M 8 2mp8
D ~21!JB2 j 82m8
3S j 8 JB J8mp8 MB 2m8D ~21! l 2(1/2)2mp@ j #S 12 l jn M 2mpD ~21!JB2 j 2mS j JB Jmp MB 2mD
3^~ l 8 j 8!JB ,J8iTJ88 i0&* ^~ l j !JB ,JiTJi0&, ~A12!
where we have transformed the Clebsch-Jordan to 3-J coefficients. Next we perform the sums over third components
angular momenta in the above expression. Note that the total phase inside the sum can be simplified to
phase5~21!~1/2! 1mp~21!J1 l 1 l 8~21! j 2 j 8. ~A13!









~21!(1/2)1mp1J1 l 1 l 81 j 2 j 8S 12 12 J
2n n8 M
D S l l 8 J82M M 8 M8D S 12 l 8 j 8
n8 M 8 2mp8
D
3S j 8 JB J8mp8 MB 2m8D S 12 l jn M 2mpD S j JB Jmp MB 2mD . ~A14!





S 12 12 J
2n n8 M
D S l l 8 J82M M 8 M8D S 12 l j
n M 2mp
D S 12 l 8 j 8
n8 M 8 2mp8
D
5~21!(1/2)1 l 1 j(
LM







l 8 j 8
6 . ~A15!
Next we compute the sum overmp ,mp8 ,MB using a 6-j coefficient
(
mpmp8MB
~21!mp11/2S L j j 8M mp 2mp8D S j JB Jmp MB 2mD S j 8 JB J8mp8 MB 2m8D
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S5(
LM
@L#2~21!J1 l 81 j 1JB1m8S L J8 JM 2m8 mD







l 8 j 8
6 H L J8 JJB j j 8J .
~A17!
To finish we insert result~A18! into Eq. ~A13!, and define
indicess,s8 corresponding to the quantum numbers of t
final states
s5~ l , j ,J!, s85~ l 8, j 8,J8!, ~A18!
and a coupling coefficient
Fs8s~J,J8,L !5A2@ l #@ l 8#@ j #@ j 8#@J#@J8#@J8#@L#
3~21! l 1 j 1JB1L1J1J8S l l 8 J80 0 0 D







l 8 j 8
6 .
~A19!




2 (l j (l 8 j 8
(
JJ8LM
i l 82 l~21!m
3S J J8 Lm 2m8 M DFs8s~J,J8,L !
3@YJ~ ŝ!YJ8~ p̂8!#L,2M^~ l 8 j 8!JB ,J8iTJ88 i0&*
3^~ l j !JB ,JiTJi0&, ~A20!,
n






3S J J8 LM M8 2M DYJM~ ŝ!YJ8M8~ p̂8!.
~A21!
Although the result given in Eq.~A21! is formally iden-
tical, with the exception of the factor 1/2, to the one obtain
in Ref. @49# for the case of polarized nuclei, there exists
basic difference concerning the polarization coefficie
Fs8s(J,J8,L), which contains all the information on th
polarization properties of the particles in the initial and/
final state. Note that in the present case~ pin-1/2 polarized
particles!, the angular momentum in the expansion of t
rotation matrices,J, only takes the values 0,1. The caseJ
50 is the only one surviving when the final nucleon is n
polarized, i.e., when summing the cross sections for6s val-
ues. In this case the present formalism reduces simply to
standard unpolarized one of Ref.@41#. In fact, for J50 we
haveJ85L and the reader can prove after some Racah
gebra thatFs8s(0,L,L) reduces to the expression given
Eq. ~A11! of Ref. @41# for the unpolarized case.
Moreover, using the properties of the 9-j symbol, the fol-
lowing important symmetry property is found for the pola
ization coefficient under exchange of the indices:
Fs8s~J,J8,L !5~21!J1J81LFss8~J,J8,L !. ~A22!
This property coincides with the one already presented
Ref. @49# in the case of polarized targets. Since the multip
expansion of response functions performed in Ref.@49# was
based on this symmetry, the same formalism can be app
to the present case. In this way one arrives to Eqs.~37!–~45!
~see Ref.@49# for more details on the expansion!.te,
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